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Underline the food. roof and 22. lima, string, vegetables beans fruit yellow , time, seconds minute year century 13. applaud or clap rake hands 10. The car has a flat tire. wrong or guess incorrect answer 11. cheese and 8. a female parent 20. Tomlin Skills Matching and identification Following commands Vocabulary Answering questions Ages 16
through adult Grades high school and up Functional language Evidence-Based Practice According to the Clinical Guidelines of the Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists ( 2005) and the National Stroke Association (2006), the following therapy principles are supported. noisy and 12. money 3. Touch your arm. w, laugh. plum can cheese
kitchen 3. w, put your hand on the table. sun bell river tree Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 59 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.60 Unit 3: Vocabulary One of the most overt signs of aphasia is a client s inability to use vocabulary and language skills effectively. Close your eyes. a kind of flower give thorn rose 8. right and 5.
truth and 23. The tasks are also designed to improve the client s ability to process auditory, graphic, and visual material. lungs 17. listen or 6. stripes, cat, jungle tiger skunk mouse 5. 24. big or 13. table and dish board chair Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 73 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.74 Choose the word that is associated with
the word on the left. The hamburger is hot. pretty and 20. LinguiSystems, Inc th Avenue East Moline, IL FAX: Web: linguisystems.com All of our products are copyrighted to protect the fine work of our authors. dirt night tomato banana 4. thick and 6. Draw a star next to the one that is red. war and win peace fight Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia
Rehab 74 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.75 Choose the word that is associated with the word on the left. transportation under the ground Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 84 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.85 Choose the word that fits the clues. innocent and trial judge guilty 4. Circle the hardest item. The matching and
identification tasks begin simply, with single, more concrete items (that are not loaded with meaning) and progress to more complex tasks. what you wear on your eyes to keep the sun out 3. Then, draw a line through the relative. w, nod your head. shoes and 17. Then, circle the one that floats. seven, three, ten add eleven count Unit 3 Vocabulary
WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 98 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc. boys and 2. Asia, Europe, Africa country Australia land 7. Show the choices when necessary. w, point to the paper. For example, ask the client to draw a circle, a box, or a line. love and 6. hamper 2. reading material that has news, ads, and sports 5. quarter, nickel, dime spend penny buy
9. truck and 19. Then, draw a box around the object you write with. shoelace leaf car TV 5. filing cabinet 18. same or 18. a vehicle with two wheels 9. Once the client understands, he makes the appropriate motor response. Circle the city. drink, clear, faucet 16. a clear beverage 18. a body part you kick with foot ball down 13. jewelry worn on the
finger 17. a material used for building a house 19. legs, seat, back sit chair stand 3. good and 13. cup and 9. The pencil is broken. Say your first name. used for walking a dog leash cat bone 11. sew, eye, pointed 3. towel 5. Therapy may target the comprehension and production of complex, as well as simple, sentence forms. old and 19. chew, mouth,
white 8. flower, thorns, stem smell rose give 11. The man is cooking. ladder, hoses, axes fire truck red car 10. wash and 11. humorous or 22. Underline a type of transportation. doctor and nurse bill paper 5. These exercises have also proved to be very useful with clients who have language difficulties resulting from various pathologies (e.g., central
auditory processing disorders) as well as neurologic changes due to illnesses (e.g., Lyme disease). Look at the ceiling. boat 20. The shirt is striped. fence 11. Review the meaning of selected content words to improve the comprehension of directions. Then, cross out the drink. Draw a line over the tallest one. permanent and hair license temporary 8.
Then, put a check mark next to the tree. pants or 21. k M y t P d W A J U H k a B F d M c y V z X t b L R G S m P B P d H V W U X N A u W P G Y J U J O C Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 15 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.16 Match the objects. Then, draw a box around the one that is red. umbrella 7. pants bee sweater
bite shoes airplane button shelf thread walk clothing rug milk travel salt shaker bus food horn snow house green road leaf garden Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 30 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.31 Find the word that names each picture. sawhorse Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 94 Copyright 2002
LinguiSystems, Inc.95 Choose the word from the box that completes the list. lord, earl, prince king men country 9. Point to your arm. a cold dessert 15. The woman is walking. listen or stop look hear 12. Cross out the thing you read. Draw a box around the coldest one. Underline the day of the week. empty and open box full 7. soap and four broken
water 2. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 16 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.17 Look at the object in the box on the left. flag 12. camera and write film take 6. week wife crow dog 7. an animal you ride using a saddle 17. old and 8. fly, pilot, airport bus drive plane 4. bed 9. Take my hand. 19. fan 14. vault, tellers, loans 5.
red and 23. soup and 14. shoe arm dish Japan 6. strange or 23. jewelry worn on the ears 16. hot, bowl, chicken noodle 20. a building that contains books bank garage library 15. a container 8. exit or 7. onions and 3. hat one sad hat fun cut arm dog map cut kite any kite zap rat tall tall bite now rice push goat push vase yes dog big pile dog hope when
vile cast under when meet new meet used wash jump poke gush yelp jump under under never even coat Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 20 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.21 Look at the word in the box on the left. cream, milk, cheese water butter cold Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 97 Copyright 2002
LinguiSystems, Inc.98 Choose the word from the box that completes the list. follow and 23. stop and 17. Then, underline the color. seven program blueberry skunk 4. this records your picture on film 7. cards, dice, board producer tokens peach 7. chair 4. coat or 21. tune or 15. raise and 14. smell, nostrils, face 14. Any other reproduction or
distribution of the pages in this book is prohibited, including copying the entire book to use as another primary source or master copy. burn, wax, wick 17. lava, mountain, erupt volcano hot red 9. 29. filling, drill, X-rays building teeth magazine 8. binoculars 6. something you wear on your feet floor toes shoes 3. billboard 11. the one that stores cars
the one that shines the thing that leads up to the front door the one that smokes the ones that are covered with snow the objects that are made of glass the roadway that leads to the garage Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 44 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.45 Find the sentence that describes each picture. Find one just
like it in the row Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 11 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.12 Look at the number in the box on the left. strong and 5. Then, circle the body part. near and 17. hot or 5. same or time again alike Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 67 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.68 Choose the word
that means the same. in and 3. rock music tree water 3. Point to the door. a vehicle you drive car gasoline road 6. frame, wall, hang knit rug picture 8. change skirt candle robin 7. Then, underline the part of the face. tissue 17. 13. Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 53 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.54 Follow these directions.
before and above after nine 12. bus 18. physician or 6. screwdriver 15. car 10. He is getting on the bus. an article of clothing you wear to keep warm 2. a tool you use for cutting scissors stapler paper 12. shopping cart 17. The car needs gas. 12. a c k t p d w m j u h k a f a d m c y k z x t b n r g s v p b p d h v w u x m u n w p g y j u n e c Unit 1
Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 14 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.15 Look at the letter in the box on the left. milk and 19. The man is reading. fly, mosquito, ant legs spider crawl 12. glove, ball, bat team baseball diamond 10. baseball and boat bat lead 6. brush, head, blonde clean smooth hair 5. single or 16. a building
material bricks wall porch 3. send and 6. child or 20. Point to the ceiling. what you use to keep a dog from getting loose 11. Discuss the relevance of categorization tasks, functions of objects, parts of wholes, similarities, and differences before asking the client to follow directions requiring these thinking tasks. sea or water ocean salt 4. many and few
a lot times Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 63 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.64 Give the opposite. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 48 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.49 Find the sentence that describes each picture. Ford, Chevrolet, Buick Dodge car drive 10. adult and 2. plain or bland spicy blend 10.
Some clients with aphasia find their ability to perceive and comprehend auditory or visual messages significantly reduced. narrow and 7. hurry or up rush home 9. The glass is empty. Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 60 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.61 Choose the opposite. real and 6. freezer Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab
93 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.94 Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it s used. brother and friend teacher sister 11. jump or 3. Repeat the activities matching a picture to words and sentences to improve the client s word finding skills. Draw a line under the flower. moon and money ship sun 2. north and 19. spring
and fever boat summer 4. coat and 14. all and 23. friend and 7. Underline the smallest. roof and light chat chimney 12. yell or shout loud person 12. early and 15. Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 50 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.51 Follow these directions. Say or describe the shapes or pictures as the client completes the
activity with a motor response like pointing. The content and format have proved to be an excellent therapy supplement for trained professionals, clients' families, and clients. money or cash spend shop 8. crowbar 16. past and 20. The window is open. army and jeep navy beat 4. furniture you sit on 4. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1:
Aphasia Rehab 9 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.10 Match the numbers Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 10 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.11 Look at the number in the box on the left. All in all, that s complex processing! When the motor response is written circling, underlining, etc. brave and courageous soldier
cowardly 2. pretzels, chips, peanuts popcorn snacks eat 3. damp or 11. Help improve visual identification and memory skills by covering pictures and asking the client to recall visual information he saw on the page. w, blink your eyes. Other clients comprehend only parts of the auditory or visual message. whisper and 2. questions and 20. a piece of
furniture you sleep on table bed closet 2. laugh and 24. Therapy Suggestions After completing a task that lists choices, review it with the answers covered. law and hour now order 5. foot, warm, wool 5. peas and 19. fingers, palm, wrist hand nose place 11. spring and 16. Look to the right. Point to your head. bow and widow arrow black 11. Make a
fist. Scratch your arm. garnet, ruby, sapphire stones hard opal 11. forward and 5. sew, eye, sharp needle nose material 15. knob, shut, hinges 15. dumpster 12. Make a check mark next to the piece of furniture. big and 10. a safe place to deposit your money coins loan bank 12. left and 21. month, dates, wall 18. the one you wash dishes in the one that
keeps milk chilled the one that tells time the place where you store dishes the appliance that cooks hamburgers the place where you would store silverware the place where food is kept frozen the object that would bake a cake Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 43 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.44 Identify one object in
the scene, then two objects, then three objects. an electrical appliance with a shade 17. shrub or 9. fruit, purple, bunch 4. Circle the dessert. one Tuesday happy curtain 2. It is unlawful to copy this CD or store its content on a multi-user network. nap or 10. shoe 14. over or 16. scales, fins, food 7. toes, ankle, heel 13. a salty body of water 16. Because
they do not understand the whole message, their responses are incorrect or tangential. adult and child parent late 10. easy and 10. She is also the author of these therapy books: WALC 2 Cognitive Rehab WALC 8 Word Finding WALC 9 Verbal and Visual Reasoning WALC 10 Memory WALC 11 Language for Home Activities The Source for Apraxia
Therapy Kathy & Zanmi Zanmi, Kathy s Samoyed, goes to work with her to encourage the clients. last or 15. pages, read, cover 10. lips pencil knock league Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 55 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.56 Follow these directions. The woman is taller than the man. lamp or 3. Circle the snack. 28. rescue
or Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 71 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.72 Give a word that means the same. most and 17. funnel 18. blink, see, lashes nose ear eye 10. box, bag, can storage jar metal 9. cold or 9. The garbage can fell. cup tiger sofa paper 2. chew, flavors, sugarless 17. Communication, both verbal and nonverbal, is a
fundamental human need. car or 14. mean or 5. a pleasant melody sing notes music 15. rude and interrupt polite shout 3. dessert, crust, apple drink breakfast pie 3. phone book 10. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 46 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.47 Find the sentence that describes each picture. Then, draw an X
through the ocean. Rehabilitation is an important part of recovering from a stroke, and the goal is to regain as much independence as possible. book street water chair Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 54 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.55 Follow these directions. an eating utensil Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 82
Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.83 Name a word that matches the definition. on and 12. golf, tennis, baseball volleyball book chair 2. hat and gloves stairs hanger 9. black and 13. Point to the corner. The boy is playing with a ball. succeed and leave fail win 7. building, high, city window traffic skyscraper Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab
87 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.88 Name a word that fits the clues. This process often stimulates the client to repeat the name of the object spontaneously. loaf, slice, wheat 10. give and 12. man and week woman young 2. fix or broken chip mend 2. shirt, socks, pants plaid nylon belt Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 96 Copyright
2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.97 Choose the word from the box that completes the list. great or fantastic play watch 2. fingers and 10. fluffy, sky, white sun clouds ocean 15. w, scratch your leg. ink, write, utensil 2. pig, horse, cow date bit goat 6. salt and 14. pants ranch book car 3. For example, when he hears the word wink, what body part does he
associate? Smile. Wave. The book is under the table. 2. Then, put a check mark next to the state. Circle the heaviest one. wheelbarrow 6. something that grows on trees 10. Cross out the one that grows. washcloth and 18. First, the client hears or reads the direction and then needs to understand it. Therapy Suggestions Use the activities as they are to
improve the ability to understand the task. shirt pen yellow duty 2. ambulance 7. east and drive direction west Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 75 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.76 Think of a word that is associated with each phrase. A slower presentation rate will reduce the effects of perseveration and improve processing. appliance,
cord, rug vacuum carpet dirt 7. Meeting this need by facilitating and enhancing communication in any form can be vital to a patient s well-being. up and 10. fingers and toes mail sleep 10. street or travel road house 7. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 6 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.7 Match the shapes. Then, draw a
star in front of a type of weather. pots and night kitchen pans 8. trim, shave, chair barber long track 4. gift or present bow birthday 12. man and 10. Because of this, they respond slowly. lungs, liver, kidney heart body organ 8. shiny or Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 72 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.73 Choose the word that is
associated with the word on the left. pants or clothing legs slacks 5. box 3. loudspeaker 13. yell or 22. a learning institution school teach book 9. minute, hour, day time clock second 8. happy and 21. Then, draw a star in front of the brightest one. the one that is a pet the one you sit on the one that hangs on the wall the one that has leaves the one that
shows movies the ones you read Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 41 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.42 BOOKS PETS DRUG STORE Sale DELICATESSEN Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects. a place to go swimming lifeguard pool wet 5. money or 2. a cloth used for drying towel shower
wet 10. furniture you rock in 8. sheet and blanket cat clean 7. work and 12. find and 22. frame, lenses, see glasses talk chicken 12. little and 7. w, rub your shoulder. ruler 15. shallow and 2. letter, stamp, address wrote envelope bag 3. busy, cars, trucks street wheel subway 5. door and last window grass 9. what you drive on road train fast 14. Point to
your nose. picture, film, focus 9. hot dog 7. build or 20. shut or close door window 4. The pencil is short. Ohio picture wash sofa 8. shovel 4. Draw a line over the beverage. man and woman sir husband 8. Circle the tallest. a cooking item kitchen hot pan 12. wood dime cotton pebble 2. The dog is sleeping. foot, sole, leather coat pen shoe 13. chair
baseball music maple 4. tree ant bottle newspaper 2. The shirt is plain. Draw a box around the vegetable. speak or 21. Draw an X through the coin. Then have him read the word aloud. The woman is running. dessert, sweet, cold 12. Give me the book. grin, frown, smirk smile lips face 3. Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc. w, give me your hand.
wheat, butter, toast bread woman picture 14. shoe water master ice cream 2. The flame is out. parents and 18. Therapy should include tasks that focus on semantic processing, including semantic cueing of spoken output, semantic judgments, categorization, and word-to-picture matching. up and 18. baby doctor old grandmother 6. Encourage verbal
rehearsal initially and, over time, gradually shift to mental rehearsal of responses. fruit, yellow, peel 16. left and exit quick right 3. sting, honey, insect 15. Put a check mark next to the lightest. dirty or 3. fast or time quick race Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 68 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.69 Choose the word that means the same.
The tree has lots of leaves. a device you use to call friends gossip wire phone 5. mattress, sleep, pillow bed chair tired 12. Then, draw a line over the animal. This woman is sleeping. Give me a pencil. fix or 14. person tree mountain horse 5. Touch your knee. Draw a line over the tool. skirt and 24. leather, pocket, money wallet carry silver 6. an
instructor book learn teacher Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 81 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.82 Name a word that matches the definition. buzz, sting, honey club calls bee 13. up and down over under 2. hamburgers and 22. You may only copy the worksheets as needed for your own use with clients. loud or 17. Vary the rate of
presentation. tube, teeth, cleaner 10. As the language and thinking load increases, the task of following directions becomes more difficult. calendar 19. needle and care thread bench 3. rock or 24. coming and 20. tree and 7. 3. a sharp device used for shaving razor sharp beard 13. coffee and 4. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia
Rehab 17 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.18 Look at the object in the box on the left. juice, water, coffee milk drink glass 3. popcorn and mole soil peanuts 10. red, vegetable, ketchup 2. dog, cow, bear soft sweet squirrel 3. porch island beef thought 5. a writing instrument 3. first and 5. deposit and 15. Bend your arm. peace and country war time
6. car house garage door pond road bushes roof tree stop sign windows driveway w identify the objects by their function. nail, hit, carpenter hammer mail cup Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 85 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.86 Choose the word that fits the clues. a container where you put trash 9. big or large time deal 6. 22. water
16. a body part used for chewing chin teeth water 14. aunt and cousin uncle cold 8. fork and 9. cream and spread sugar watch 6. Overall, the tasks in this section are receptive but can be used to build other skills, like expressive language, visual recognition, and fine motor skills. 1. shiny and penny dull sparkle Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia
Rehab 62 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.63 Choose the opposite. Circle the color. Point to the floor. shade, plug, bulb vacuum lamp mixer Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 86 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.87 Choose the word that fits the clues. screen, programs, channel TV sun change 2. street or 14. handle, soup, stir 8. radio
and look book TV 7. Write examples on index cards for future reference. first and 9. cosmetics makeup color face 7. it takes a picture camera dark flicker 7. coat or zipper clothes jacket 5. camera, film, flash envelope picture take 8. sun 14. Point to the chair. sticks and 21. in and side out on 12. Clients will know what they want to say but tell you they
just can t say it. telephone 19. inside and 11. Lift up your foot. w, rub your arm. calendar radio week television flower pan weed oven foot teeth hand eyes ring month diamond clock Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 28 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.29 Find the word that names each picture. eat and water drink less 5.
wet and 4. cat and 15. many and 16. 16. spaghetti and lunch meatballs card 9. Cross out the meat. cat bad one cut hot soft vase mom gate run mom one hot vase run soft gate cat cut bad Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 19 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.20 Look at the word in the box on the left. alarm 13. garage
mountains sidewalk roof curtains sun chimney windows driveway steps bushes house snow garage door sky w identify the objects by their function. Kathy WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 5 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.6 Unit 1: Matching and Identification A client s ability to understand and complete matching and identification tasks is often impaired
as a result of aphasia. army and 21. dark, damp, bats 3. happy or 19. hammer, pliers, wrench work chisel build 12. physician or doctor pill sick 3. hard and Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 65 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.66 Give the opposite. meat and 24. empty and 5. bread and 8. Cross out the one that you drink. After the client
chooses an answer, have him write the answer next to the stimulus item. pitcher and 13. wallet Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 91 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.92 Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it s used. Raise your arm. Reach for the ceiling. Underline the job. Draw an X through the heaviest item.
boat laugh tent steak 4. plum, pear, grapes juicy lemon sour 2. pretty or 18. icing, slice, chocolate plate ice cream cake 7. couple or trio two date 9. color, brush, paper 5. ice cream, topping, cherry 9. night and 23. clean and sparkling dirty house 6. The man is taller than the woman. Help the client associate directions to appropriate body parts before
asking him to follow the direction. great or 20. This difficulty is usually process rather than word specific. rooms, roof, residence 18. question and query teacher answer 7. brother and 11. Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 52 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.53 Follow these directions. Then, underline the fish. Draw a line over
the youngest. Blink your eyes. peace and 8. The suitcase is closed. This book incorporates the above principles and is also based on expert professional practice. Point to your foot. Scratch your elbow. fry, handle, metal 14. quiet and 12. strings, music, fingers flute guitar drum 7. paper and pencil plan race 12. toaster 11. push or 10. a container
assume hold bag Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 80 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.81 Choose the word that matches the definition. TV, radio, newspaper news magazine words 7. w, cover your mouth. mirror 20. renew and expire subscription magazine 10. a place where people swim 20. hair, chin, men 17. w, give it to me. a hot drink
12. open and 22. eraser, write, lead 13. leave or depart door come 6. Draw an X in front of the one that is married. a beverage glass juice orange 14. wet and dry damp water 4. jazz, rock, blues dance sound classical 5. good and Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 76 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.77 Think of a word that is associated with
each phrase. hot and 14. stop and 7. equipment juice moon sound 6. smart or 24. vault, withdrawal, cash today coins groceries 11. Draw a box around the number. near or 15. The tree has a few leaves. frozen, cubes, water 19. stapler Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 92 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.93 Explain what each word means
by describing it or telling how it s used. ladder 10. newspaper 8. paper and 13. 18. Friday coat watch plumber 8. used to fix hair 7. arrive and 7. This woman is working. bun, beef, ketchup 7. However one uses WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab, it is my sincere hope that the exercises are helpful and that each and every client will benefit from having used them.
camera 4. Following directions is a multimodality task. night, sky, full landing solar moon 14. a utensil you use to cut food 11. w, put your hand in your lap. eggs 2. They are playing on the floor. book 5. hurry or 24. w, look at me. lunch and 22. taint rainy Boston fire Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 58 Copyright 2002
LinguiSystems, Inc.59 Follow these directions. token 8. fish and 24. whisper and quiet voice shout 9. aspirin 6. something you use to pay for things 10. Then, draw a box around the one you hear. finish or 4. The suitcase is open. watch 11. The tasks in this unit are designed to help the clients compensate for deficits in vocabulary. stop sign missing
anchor plant 8. Then, cross out the room. house book chair cat bus pencil car chocolate flashlight cap lamp belt lightbulb paint hat ladder Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 27 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.28 Find the word that names each picture. a place where you can see movies star picture theater 10. After
winking, close both eyes. shiny and 3. a device you hold in your hand that gives off light 14. a form of transportation with wings 19. safe and 4. The majority of these clients exhibited aphasia due to stroke or head injury. a substance used to make your skin soft 9. cat pen soap clean 8. bus, train, car travel plane ride 10. w, say your name. Therapy
Suggestions Review common direction words and practice the appropriate motor response before beginning this section of activities. arm sun leg circle shoe triangle tire fix jack straight car comb door five window eleven car seven travel bat horn baseball truck run Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 31 Copyright 2002
LinguiSystems, Inc.32 Find the one you: use to write sit on read can drive use to tell time Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 32 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.33 Find the one you: use to light up a room wear on your foot sleep in use to dig use to eat Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 33
Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.34 Find the one you: wear see in the sky during the day use to measure drive cars on use to keep your hands warm Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 34 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.35 Find the one you: can climb use to write open to go into a room use to open a lock eat Unit 1
Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 35 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.36 Find the one you: use to bake use to pound nails smell with can ride use for shade Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 36 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.37 Find the one: that symbolizes the United States that secures something
you could own as a pet you use to stir you use to clean your teeth Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 37 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.38 Point to: the arrow and the suitcase the letter and the arrow the boot and the toothbrush the suitcase and the boot the toothbrush and the letter Unit 1 Matching and Identification
WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 38 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.39 Point to: the number five and the needle the sink and the fish the stove and the sink the needle and the stove the fish and the number five Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 39 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.40 Identify one object in the scene, then two
objects, then three objects. sweet and 16. 10. Everybody wins! Acknowledgment Much thanks to all of my co-workers, friends, family, and especially my clients, who have taught me so much. Point to the table. Draw a star over the writing instrument. home or dance syrup residence 3. button 19. items a florist sells thanks flowers odors 8. car deli
bookstore door sale sign pet store drug store bike window awning sun clouds road roof tires w identify the objects by their function. 26. a book that gives the meanings of words 3. For clients with anomia, the matching and identification tasks stimulate expressive language, making the use of these activities especially helpful for them. bird sink train
room fish towel dance mailbox boot letter leather pencil arrow fence shoot meadow rifle trip lid metal bag lock garbage can key Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 29 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.30 Find the word that names each picture. angry or 12. more and 15. brother wonder pretzels plane 7. pillow 15. something
you wear on your head hat brow tie 2. you put a picture in this to hang it on the wall 16. automobile or 19. wind, dangerous, storm 16. tracks, railroad crossing, signals Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 88 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.89 Name a word that fits the clues. plain or 18. one, money, paper purse dollar coin 8. actors, screen,
ticket 8. Ohio cement home walk 6. Illustrations by Tony Vandercar and Margaret Warner WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.3 Table of Contents Introduction Unit 1: Matching and Identification Introduction Matching Identification Unit 2: Following Commands Introduction Following Commands Unit 3: Vocabulary
Introduction Opposites Synonyms Associations Definitions Categories Unit 4: Answering Questions Introduction Listening for Embedded Information Answering Questions Unit 5: Functional Language Introduction Sentence Completion Paragraphs Reading and Writing Answer Key WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.4 5
Introduction The exercises in WALC 1 (Workbook of Activities for Language and Cognition): Aphasia Rehab emerged as was working with adolescent and adult clients who exhibited difficulties with auditory and visual comprehension and/or oral and written expression. dull or 6. cloudy and 21. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia
Rehab 45 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.46 Find the sentence that describes each picture. what you use to clean your teeth toothbrush chew mouth 11. Underline the softest one. The coffee is hot. tells you what s happening in the world noise newspaper time 4. table and 16. Touch your nose. wing truck cheek Atlantic 8. boat and 20. another
name for cosmetics Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 83 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.84 Name a word that matches the definition. Pick up the pencil. Circle the month. wind two plate quarter 6. a device that keeps you dry when it rains 15. a vehicle that floats on water rock boat ocean 8. Use these activities to help the client regain
the understanding that symbols stand for words, words stand for objects, and letters stand for sounds necessary skills for reading. chair picture lamp floor TV dog owl wall books plant bookcase lampshade w identify the objects by their function. brick 12. straight and 22. Point to the light. days, seven, time period 13. salty, crisp, snack 11. wastebasket
9. a place to live 11. inch national tiger ice cream 3. the body part you use for seeing 18. The garbage can is standing up. a kind of fruit 14. Draw a box around the one that is sharp. these help your vision ears glasses see 11. bride and Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 78 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.79 Choose the word that matches
the definition. loud or whisper noisy voice Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 69 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.70 Give a word that means the same. Put a check mark next to the bird. bread and table work butter 12. sick and 23. sit and 9. tweezers 5. ship or 8. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 49 Copyright
2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.50 Unit 2: Following Commands A client with aphasia may have difficulty following oral and written directions for several reasons. Tuesday seven October time 6. d your head. blade, teeth, wood 18. Touch your mouth. The man is planting a garden. Point to yourself. tongue, lip, gums chew teeth leg 10. something you wear on
your feet 12. At other times, they are able to use the same words or phrases correctly. round or 19. siren, ambulance, building 15. 11. an article of clothing warm shoulder suit 6. Cross out the animal. a b e y h s v m g r m e h v r s g a y b Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 13 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.14 Look at the
letter in the box on the left. He is getting on the subway. lotion 3. straight and line crooked road 12. selfish and 8. Give me your hand. frozen, cubes, water TV truth ice 15. author or writer book publish 10. stone, brick, wood cement build house 2. corn, broccoli, onion turtle peas food 5. arm, head, chest bend clothes leg 2. The boy is playing with a
truck. Draw a line through the country. a tool used for cutting 2. chair, couch, dresser wood table sit 4. clothes, appliance, clean Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 90 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.91 Explain what each word means by describing it or telling how it s used. 9. Then, circle the one that can fly. 8. hook and 3. bark, canine,
pet 4. Find one just like it in the row. shell, reptile, slow 19. A client may no longer understand what the concept of matching means. Draw a star behind the blue one. Adequate response time allows the client to mentally or verbally rehearse a response before expressing it. window apple paper car 3. Shake my hand. a client with aphasia may
perseverate or respond in one way instead of accurately following the directions. sink cabinets freezer door handle counter refrigerator stove oven burners floor clock drawer faucet wall knobs w identify the objects by their function. The glass is full. Cross your fingers. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 7 Copyright 2002
LinguiSystems, Inc.8 Look at the shape in the box on the left. The man is mowing the lawn. Look to the left. city and 21. calculator 20. what you write on paper spell fold 2. Then, cross out the shortest one. 5. cow, beverage, white milk beef water 6. Point to the wall. grown-up or 17. food, building, tables 12. 14. something you wear to hold up your
pants 2. w, touch your cheek. comb and brush air fire 4. flashlight 20. petunia, rose, daisy tree geranium sod 12. an important organ of your body face hand heart Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 79 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.80 Choose the word that matches the definition. mail carrier, plumber, doctor work building welder 7. solid
and cube liquid table 11. crosswalk 8. Thank you for your participation! 1 WALCTM 1 Workbook of Activities for Language and Cognition Aphasia Rehab by Kathryn J. before and 8. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 47 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.48 Find the sentence that describes each picture. cane ball egg needle
7. garment, neck, men shoes tie watch 14. a device that tells time 10. headache, pain, medicine 11. husband and wife hand wedding 3. camera and 4. applaud or 10. ketchup and 16. Underline the number. what you cover a table with to keep it clean 13. Look at the door. an appliance you use to brown bread 4. w, point to the ceiling. envelope and
stamp fire hand 10. radio 12. a place to store plates and dishes 15. bridge 2. hear, drum, lobe 6. truck feather leaf pillow 5. tall, building, city 4. Then, draw a box around the jewelry. brush 8. big and water near little 5. ball, top, toy trucks jacks play child 6. the one you drive the one that has fish the one you drive on the one you live in the one that
grows the one that tells you to stop Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 40 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.41 Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects. waitress, tables, meals time menu scratch 9. Give me the pencil. key 10. lock and key leave bank 7. a metal utensil used for cooking 18. Printed
in the U.S.A ISBN 10: X ISBN 13:2 About the Author For more than 25 years, Kathryn J. gasoline 9. small or 12. Tomlin, M.S., CCC-SLP, has worked with children, adolescents and adults with impairments in communication, oral-motor skills and swallowing due to various etiologies. used to wipe your mouth napkin clean rub 15. Cross out the fruit.
twelve or 4. potato party telephone twenty 7. gift or 11. The client may have lost the ability to determine how shapes, numbers, letters, or words are alike or different. book, pencil, desk chalk carpet window Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 95 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.96 Choose the word from the box that completes the list.
starved or 13. cheddar, Swiss, slice 14. twelve or eggs carton dozen 7. friend or 11. white, mashed, baked onions potatoes eggs 9. dollars and 17. correct or 22. Wink. short and minute person tall 11. wind and 6. music, knob, listen Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 89 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.90 Name a word that fits the clues.
apartment 13. lamp 17. Underline the meat. thunder and 12. wrong or 17. greedy and 24. a sharp utensil used to cut wood 19. the part of your body you use for breathing 5. general and army common specific 9. return or 9. movie or film color watch 7. him and 18. trophy 14. w, put your hands together. After raising your arm, touch your chest. bacon
and 20. Then, draw a check mark next to the one that you tie. baby or 12. They are playing on the beach. laces, sole, foot 20. shut or 23. round and 9. Draw a star in front of the sport. celery car blue earth 5. The enclosed CD is for your personal use and convenience. calm and lake peaceful nervous 5. more and milk less most 8. rock or slide stone hard
2. give and Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 64 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.65 Give the opposite. a device that tells which direction you re going 4. east and 15. mine and feeling yours coal 10. right or 4. Then, draw a star after the day of the week. a support for your head when you sleep pillow wall hat 4. the one that shines the store
where you can buy a pet the one you pedal the one made of glass the store where you can buy novels the store where you can buy lunch meats the one that uses gas the store that sells prescription medicine the one a car drives on the entrance of a store the objects that produce rain Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 42
Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.43 Identify one object in the scene, then two objects, then three objects. empty and Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 66 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.67 Choose the word that means the same. w, smile. over and 13. elevator 15. a headache reliever 6. stay or 5. belt 2. hate phone sight hate funny cute
charm dots mate cute kitten anyone kitten pulse rated Tuesday mowed bitten Tuesday raced pushed gentle poked gushed pushed burger bun burger bundle bush window washed window awaken wrote method never morning method mountain jersey jersey jester joker jumped hopeful hopeless healthy hopeful hospital Unit 1 Matching and
Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 21 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.22 Point to the: ladder belt hammer ear pants Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 22 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.23 Point to the: ring road glass television cup Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 23 Copyright 2002
LinguiSystems, Inc.24 Point to the: pan camera broom airplane hat Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 24 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.25 Point to the: clock knife sun dollar ruler Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 25 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.26 Point to the: scissors house radio bed
glasses Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 26 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.27 Find the word that names each picture. a source of light for the Earth 7. The window is closed. lock 7. something that shows a reflection picture wall mirror cents dollar money spend 6. 25. you look in it to see your reflection 6. a device that
tells time clock recorder hour 3. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 8 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.9 Look at the shape in the box on the left. table and Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 77 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.78 Think of a word that is associated with each phrase. fruit, red, core apple lemon
pumpkin 4. old and hundred young ancient 4. rose ice ring wonder 3. hollow or 7. towel ball seven noon 4. keys, music, play 20. job or 13. 30. prince and 4. Review the meaning of the content words in all activities to improve comprehension, the ability to make choices, and word retrieval skills. stadium 5. mend and break fix glass 6. a money holder
wallet check spend 7. 23. cloudy, fair, rainy climate weather sunny 5. The exercises in WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab have been used for many years by speechlanguage pathologists and other specialists (e.g., cognitive therapists, occupational therapists) with a wide variety of clients. taxi or 8. ice and glass prints snow 3. The book is on the table. Some
directions require a client to exclude an item, categorize information, or find similarities or differences. city and pin nail state 8. same and 24. horse and 13. movie or 8. short or person group brief 8. rims, lenses, see 12. college 16. pages, read, cover luck pickle book 10. fly, airport, pilot 2. bread, meat, mustard 11. pencil and 5. stay or hold remain
room 8. a cloth that gets dirt off your hands 14. Saturday and 17. exit or window late leave 3. Most available material does not provide an internal hierarchical order which reflects an increase in degree of difficulty within a task and from task to task as the client builds upon the strategies of processes he is relearning how to use. beef pencil doctor
Tuesday 7. 27. 20. all and none out some 2. Therapy should be conducted within natural communication environments. Open your mouth. couple or 7. stalls, loft, livestock 6. a book of word meanings magazine pocket dictionary 13. blue, green, yellow paint light red 6. sleep house bus log 8. Unit 1 Matching and Identification WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab
18 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.19 Match the words. something to read 5. Draw a line over the fruit. handle, prongs, eat spoon fork knife 6. short and 11. remember and 3. Look at the light switch. leaves, roots, branches 3. rough and bumpy road smooth 9. The flame is burning. him and broth his her 3. smoke and 9. caffeine, hot, drink 6. piano,
violin, guitar play flute music 8. stay and 11. Then, circle the toy. what you put a letter in before mailing it 8. a sandwich made with a beef patty and a bun 6. hands, warm, clothing feet gloves fingers 9. The underlying principle for the materials in WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab is based on teaching processes as opposed to content. lamp home quarter
flounder Unit 2 Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 57 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.58 Follow these directions. Sometimes, directions require a client to process directions or commands that are embedded in other information. envelope 16. a tool used to dig holes dirt plant shovel 9. They enjoy feeding and spending time with Zanmi,
and Zanmi distracts them from their present situations and their communication difficulties. plain and 11. coin, 25, spend 19. 6. soup and bandage night sandwich 11. ankle, elbow, shoulder nose wrist hair 12. trial and 3. the structure that lets you cross over a river 12. w, shake your head. faucet, water, basin 7. sad or Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1:
Aphasia Rehab 70 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.71 Give a word that means the same. touch, taste, hear see senses run 6. warm, wool, bed 9. w, lift up your foot. men, hair, lip teeth moustache woman 11. 7. Look at your hand. ham and 2. wind and clock rain stone 11. w, say your first name. rock feather weight oven Unit 2 Following Commands
WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 56 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.57 Follow these directions. ring, bracelet, watch necklace finger expensive 11. factory 19. last or final slow first 6. Cross out the coin. library 13. The cat is sleeping. winter, flakes, white snow sun clear 2. Then, underline the piece of furniture. a device used to open a can 13. Unit 2
Following Commands WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 51 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.52 Follow these directions. Draw a line over the state. slow and 15. w, point to the light. w, touch your shoulder. w, touch your stomach. true and 18. Tuesday, Friday, Monday day oil Sunday 4. something you wear to help your vision 20. light and 14. clock 18. 21.
film, flash, prints hair camera fire 5. cat, roar, mane lion cobra king 2. an item you use for sweeping dirt broom floor 9. aunt, dad, sister related family cousin 4. act or action perform up 11. rough and 19. 17. shampoo 6. starved or full food hungry 11. fall or stable season autumn 4. Find one just like it in the row Unit 1 Matching and Identification
WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 12 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.13 Match the letters. scissors 9. autumn or 2. 4. a place where you learn 13. clean and 10. whiskers or walk beard razor 5. day and 16. Some clients may be able to produce a mental image of what they want to say, yet be unable to recall the necessary words. envelope and 2. this makes a
car run auto drive gasoline 4. pen 3. minute and 6. cloudy and sky sunny rain Unit 3 Vocabulary WALC 1: Aphasia Rehab 61 Copyright 2002 LinguiSystems, Inc.62 Choose the opposite. leave or 23. bride store hammer nose 5. fast or 2. articles, ads, comics print read newspaper 4. My focus has been on teaching strategies and I have discovered that
few publications contain a sufficient amount of stimulus items to insure acquisition of the strategy. Draw a box around the residence. humorous or riddle funny cry 9. Utah, Ohio, Kansas reside state Maryland 11. w, look at the door. top and 4. cage 4. rock pillow curtain rug 4. the coldest season summer hot winter 10. eat and 18. Circle the animal.
strong or 16. w, make a fist. north and south storm pole 5. 15.
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